
 

Executive Summary – 02 February 2012 

Cosmic Algorithm Ltd (CAL) was incorporated 2018 initially to trade cryptocurrencies using algorithms openly available, 

this proved a failure, CAL promptly stopped and existed the market, deciding instead to develop its own algorithms, the 

first 3 of which launched January 2021. The 3 systems summarise; 

1. Trend following system based on Laguerre low-pass filter for trade signal generation. The system is direction 

neutral triggering both long and short positions.   

2. Fully automated stock rotation system based on short-term momentum effect(s). Long-only positions. Runs on 

hourly bars and re-balances the portfolio on a daily cycle.  

3. Semi-automated stock rotation system based on long-term momentum effect(s). Long-only positions. Runs on 

daily bars and re-balances the portfolio on a monthly cycle. 

CAL plans to build a repository of 20 diversified algorithm ranging from stocks and commodities, through 

cryptocurrencies and any market where the algorithmic trading system delivers >30%+ net trading gain, back-testing 

regularly presents gains in the range 50 – 70%+ but financial planning bases itself upon 30% net gain. This diversity 

achieves; 

• Both trading logics and traded assets by exploiting the anticorrelations of individual system equity curves. The 

ultimate goal is to be able to benefit from price movements of financial instruments regardless of the current 

macroeconomic trends. 

• If systems targeted at specific asset classes underperform, other systems from the repository compensate. 

Of the 20 live funded algorithms, the TOP 5 will be solely those presented onward to accredited Fund Managers with 

contracts for use agreed on a case-by-case basis.  

Beyond this, pursuit of the development of Adaptive – AI Algorithms will always be part of the business strategy, whilst 

sufficiently realising the inherent flaws in the common use of the term AI. 

CAL is highly scalable with next to no fixed overhead structure, CAL fully recognises, algorithms without trade funding 

are valueless and that the business model will always be about taking a small slice of a large pie. 

The algorithmic development process itself represents the proprietary aspect of the business model but equally 

recognises the need to present sufficient of it outward, without unduly compromising itself, this will always be 

potentially problematic. 

In terms of ‘Keyman’ exposure; the Promoters view themselves as essentially disposable / replaceable, algorithmic 

developers themselves are more troublesome to source, to this end, CAL constantly searches them out across the major 

freelancer platforms, globally. Their income(s) will always be solely, performance driven. 

Should this cover warrant further dialogue, it would be most welcome. 

 

Kind regards, John Donnelly 

 

 

 

Director, Cosmic Algorithm Limited 


